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SENIORS

Albert Musa

Albert is one of the bright lights of the class

in Arabic Literature. Although he is inclined to

be rather quiet, he has a strong love for music.

His great ambition is to join the Medical School

in Baghdad.

Alfred Paulus

"Ferid" is the Vice-Prelect oi' the Sodality.

His gentle manners and his peaceful calm have

endeared him to us all in Fifth High and have won
for him the admiration of the entire school. Don't

forget that he is a good harmonica player too!

Alfred has not yet decided whether Medicine or

Engineering will be his chosen profession.

Benjamin Thaddeus

Big-hearted and friendly with all, "Ben's"

popularity is attested by the fact that he has been

President of the class since First High. One of

our best mathematicians, he is also Fifth's pianist

and has no little talent at drawing. Many a time,

too, he has entertained us with his imitations of

the speech and mannerisms of well-known char-

acters.

Donald Martin

"Donald the Duck" is definitely so called out
of affection. He is Fifth's champion handball
player, as well as Class Translator number one.

He is also the efficient secretary of the Sodality.

His old blue cap has often been the bone of his

two fighting hounds. The ambition of his life is

to get into an honest-to-goodness "dog-fight," not

merely a "lip and run" raid!

Edward Bashir

"Doury" is prelect of the Sabaqsur bus. A
fellow who is always buried in his books, he has
rarely taken part in games. His shining glasses

and his well-groomed hair give him the appear-
ance of a business man, but he insists that

Medicine is his chosen career.

Emmanuel Kurkjian

Here is the quietest and the most subdued boy
in Fifth! And yet, "Manu" is a basketball player

of no mean ability and he has prevented many a

point from being scored against the Green and
Maroon. In class his eyes have often scam ed the

ceiling in search of some forgotten line ol poetry.

Bernard Skendeh

Bernard is the gayest fellow in Filth. We
will all miss the tuneful melody of his "sneezes."

In spite of, or perhaps because of, his endless

arguments with Fr. Gookin, Law is his chosen

field.

Claude Le Meiu.e

A persevering and industrious student and a

natural athlete, Claude is the pride of our class

and the hero of the entire school. His athletic

versatility amazes all who see him perform, and
his good-natured disposition makes him a valued

friend and companion. We are sure to hear more
of him in sports before he becomes an outstanding

figure in the world of Chemistry,

Farid Dano

A happy-go-lucky fellow, he seems, and yet,

how he delves into the intricacies of math.!

Usually he is the first to hit upon a solution to

problem questions, a distinction which has won
tor him our deep respect. He thoroughly enjoys

most of Fr Gookin's classes, and it is whispered
that he craves to be a Charted Accountant.

Gabriel Varta median

Don't be deceived by that serious look he

wears most of the time! In class he has a habit

of letting the rest of us in on his thoughts when
the hour begins to get dull. He usually keeps the

the teacher on his guard and the class itself awake.
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George Yosuf

His Yogi contortions and Greek Marathons

have given Fr. Gookin a thousand fits. Who is

this Charles Atlas, anyway? A pole-vaulter of

some lame, George really came into the limelight

this year in another field: his breath-taking pace

in the School Meet gave him the 800 and 1500

metres with, perhaps, a minute to spare. He
helped to bring the Government Cup to B.C., and

he also played some flashy basketball on the

school team,

Hagop Hagopian

Although with us only for the last two years.

Hagop did not hesitate to step to the fore in physics.

One professor, however, has had unending difli-

culty with his handwriting! In and out of class,

you can do him no greater favor than to provide

him with a good laugh.

Hikmet Emmanuel

This is the fellow we all rush to just before an

exam., but his sparkling eyes and his good-

natured kindness bring us to him much more of-

ten than that. Class leader as far back as our

memories can take us, and this year the able

Prefect of the Sodality, Hikmet is a fellow we are

proud to have as our classmate and our triend.

It is true that he is small in size but do you

remember Napoleon?

Joseph Hashid

The efficient Treasurer of the Sodality, Joseph

has also been zealous and energetic in pursuit of

help for the Missions. His cheerful smile and his

calm persistence will carry him far in life. The
study of Medicine is his great ambition.

Muhsin Hikmet

Muhsin is, perhaps, the shyest member of our

ehss. His silk handkerchief has often brought

him safely through many a critical situation

Though not over-enthusiatic about a student's life,

he greatly enjoys il<<' songs of Nelson Eddy. He

aims at becoming an Agricultural Engineer.

Petrine P aula WAN

Quiet and reserved on occasion, Petrine enters

wholeheartedly into spoils, for be is one of our best

athletes. A tower of strength on the school
basketball team, he jealously guards our baskets
while his teammates run up the scores. He
throws occasional bombshells into our classes with
his recitation of Arabic poetry, but, strange to say,

some are a bit skeptical about the composition of

these gems.

PlERHE MlCHON

Generous and considerate, Pierre has always
proved himself an obliging friend. I eneath his

carefree exterior there beats a kind, devoted heart.

Handball is his favorite pastime during recrea-

tions, but he is also known for his speed on the

track, having won the 400 this year in the school
meet. He plans to devote his talents to the field

of Industrial Chemistry.

Sabih Ghannam

We have come to know and to value Sabih as

a faithful and a steadfast friend. While not too

keen on lessons, he is really clever and he can
certainly concentrate when examination time
looms ahead.

Shaul Basri

Without a doubt, in mathematics Shaoul is

one of the outstanding figures in the class. He
also has many brilliant suggestions along other

lines, and from time to time he enlivens our gath-

erings by generously sharing these thoughts

with us. Shaul is sure to meet with success in

the future.

Walio Yusuf

Tall and jovial, Walid is ever ready with a

cheerful smile. He is interested in wrestling, and
he likes jokes.... to a certain extent On many
occasions he has milled the calm of Kr. Gookin
with his "Philosophy," "Sociology," and

"Psychology."

William Shammas

William is the poet of the class. Occasionally,

whilst communing with the Muse, be suffers a

sudden attack of sleeping sickness, although it

has been noticed that this generally occurs during

a science class! Quiet and unobtrusive in manner.

William is truly a genius at improvisation.
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Editorial

UNYIELDING HOPE

by

Hikmet Emmanuel

For the past eight years Baghdad College has

sent forth into the world men of sound judgement,
of disciplined and trained intellect, of upright

and manly character. She has sent them off to

this world to encounter its tribulations and to

fight their way against the torrent of life, confident

that they will not be swept along with the

current. The five years spent under her tutelage

have served as a mould from which her sons have
emerged armed with the sharp weapon ol

morality. Morality has been the atmosphere in

which her students have breathed and lived and
worked. For with a wisdom tempered by exper-

ience she realizes that the mere accumulation of

knowledge is not sufficient for the securing of a

happy life; some guiding and controlling force is

needed to direct that knowledge in the proper
channels and towards worthy goals. Thus it is

that the graduates of B.C. have left the school,

equipped with a well-rounded education, with all

their faculties of mind, heart, will and body
harmoniously developed, and they have gone
forth thus armed to make their way manfully
through life.

This year, another group of men is being sent

out into this troubled world. While past years

have not been without their difficulties, this

present year seems exceptionally unfavourable for

most of the graduates who wish to complete their

education. There will be obstacles, we know,
and hardships too, caused by this global war.

Far from being discouraged, however, by these

adverse circumstances, we are all the more
strongly determined to meet them courageously and
to endure them patiently. We are confident that

we will eventually overcome aH the difficulties in

our path, as long as that high spirit instilled in

our hearts by our Alma Mater is the guide and
rule of our actions.

We are prepared to wait until the light of

peace once more shines over the world and
restores to the hearts of men the principles of

justice and charity. The purpose of the well-

rounded training we have been given in Baghdad
College is not proximately to fit us for some
special profession. We have been taught to cope
successfully even with the unforeseen emergencies
of life. Our foundation is not something material

that can be swept away by the storms of life. It

is something spiritual, something that will remain
in spite of the destructive Ibices of nature and
the present ruling spirit of the world.

All the obstacles facing us have created in our
graduating class n strong and preciors ambition,
containing all our budding power and embracing
all the energies with which our youth is rich. A
valuable lesson we have been taught, namely,
that whenever the arts and labors of life are ful-

filled in this spirit of striving against hard things
and of doing whatever we have to do honourably
and whole-heartedly, they invariably bring happ-
iness. Hence this year, we, the graduates, are

determined to face real life with the motto, ' To
strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield

Soon, very soon, the school bell will ring for the

last time. It will be the signal for our depar-
ture, the signal for our leave-taking from one
whom we have come to love ever so tenderly,

our Alma Mater, It is the trumpet which rouses

us to the battle of life, summoning us to plunge
into the troubled torrent and to buffet the waves
with lusty sinews, till we reach the shore of

safety.

We remember well how that same bell used to

arouse our fear or our anger, when it called us to

a hard exam or when it ended a pleasant recrea-

tion period. But today the harshness of that

bell has changed to a soft, melodious tune that

overwhelms our hearts with deep sorrow, for it

announces our departure from our loyal mother.

Mingled with that sorrow, however, yes, and
dominating it, is a stimulating feeling of hope.

For, though we must say farewell, yet everyone

of us feels within himself the power of fulfilling

the motto we have adopted, "To strive, to seek, to

find, and not to yield."

Passing in Review

1939-1944

"What? have these small boys really come to

our school? Ibis is surely not a kindergarten or

a nursery, but a high school! It's no place for

mere infants!" Such were our comments last Octo-

ber, as we stood in a group at the entrance to the

school building scrutinizing the new students of
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Baghdad (College. Little did we realize, as we
uttered those offending words, that one October
morning way back in 1939 we too had been look-

ed upon with the same disconcerting eyes of the

graduating class. We felt so strange and em-
barrassed that first day that for a while we hardly

spoke to anyone About all did was shift from
one loot to another, as we watched some ot the

older boys enthusiastically playing the games
they had missed for the past three months.

Alter about an hour, during which we gradu-

ally become acquainted with some of the students,

we were warmly welcomed by Rev Fr Sarjeant,

the President of Baghdad College, with a speech

which filled us with courage and expectation.

We no longer felt timid or shy: "the school" had
become "our school." Soon we were shown into

our classroom, where amid much noise and con-

fusion everyone rushed to take a seat beside his

friend. But as we met the cool, blue eyes of Fr.

Williams, we immediately fell into silence. "Tbat
is what you should learn first," was his opening

sentence to us . Then he explained some of the

rules of the school and read us a list of the books

we would need for the year. The next day a

definite schedule was given us and our classes

were regulated. Fr. Williams tested our know-
ledge of Religion and English, for he was to be

our teacher in both these subjects, and then the

other classes began.

Thus it was that we entered upon our pursuit

of knowledge five years ago, and gradually we
become more familiar with our school and our

new way of life. A g«iod part of our time during
• hose early days was devoted to studies and in

particular to the drawing of large maps with which

Fr. Miff, our geography professor, decorated the

walls of the classroom. We still remember Fr.

Armitage's most interesting explanation of the

early civilizations and the battles that took place

in those distant days. During that first year we
went once on a picnic to Al Hindiyah. There

we saw the Barraage regulating the waters of the

Euphrates, and there we played a slow-motion

baseball game on a bank covered with foot of very

fine sand.

As the Spelling Bee and the Arabic Proverb

Contest were parts of the course in First High,

we entered both of these competitions The one

gladiator alive in the arena after the Arabic Con-

test was Elwin Kennedy, while in the Spelling

Bee ihe spoils of victory were divided between

ihe same conqueror and flikmet Emmanuel.
Our class average in First was not only the high-

est for the year but also a new class record for

the School.

Joining forces with our mates of Class B, we
passed into Second High in October, 1940. Heie
we started the study of Science. Geometry, which
has always seemed to create difficulties for Second
High students, was taught by Fr. Mahan— and
shall we ever forget his small blue stamp or his

cardboard basketball court? In chemistry, Fr.

Fennell's neatly written and brightly colored ch-

arts first aroused and then increased our interest

in this subject. This year marked our first great

victory in the field of sports. Through the tire-

less efforts of our athletes, Michael Stanley, Josrph
Georgie, Kamil Nassouri and others, we succeeded
in winning the School Track Meet. The silver

loving cup, symbol of our victory, we proudly
enthroned on a green and maroon silk banner in

our classroom. Now, as we look back, how
sweet is the memory of this first conquest! In our
second year, owing to external c rcumstances, the

school was closed before the usual time.

We returned in the fall of '41 to enter Third
High and begin a new phase of our school life.

This was our most difficult year. Besides the

vast and hard course in Arabic, two new subjects,

biology and botany, were added to our program.
Yet we bore this burden patiently and studied

with constancy, and in the end our efforts were
rewarded; for almost all who took the Government
Intermediate Examinations passed. As far as we
can remember, we had only one picnic during the

year: it was a remarkable excursion to Rustami-
yah on cycles. Fathers Fennell and Hoyt joined

us, and though we had to carry our means of

t~ansportation halfway home, we enjoyed the day
immensely.

After much hard work, we passed into the

peaceful fourth year, where the lessons did not

seem so burdensome. The only new subject was
trigonometry which we found not too difficult,

and so we had an opportunity to become acquaint-

ed with the many fine books in our library. By
this time our number had decreased, owing to the

departure of some of our Third High classmates,

one of whom was our class leader, Elwjn Kennedy.
But on the other hand, this lessening of numbers
was partly made up by the appearance of five new
students in our midst. One of them was the well

known "Sayyid" who provided us with many
laughs, and another was the "all-knowing doctor

who insisted on violating Fr. Gookin s labora-

tory rules.

An unforgettable incident of this year and, as

we look back, the most memorable event of the

entire live years, was our being expelled from

school. It all happened through a misunder-
standing. Our purposeless acts in the course of a
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certain Arabic class were taken as the greatest and
most villainous crimes against the school authori-

ties, and so we were immediately put in exile.

During this period we used to assemble in Saadun
Park and remain there from morn till noon, think-

ing of our future and condemning the verdict

passed upon us. We also played games, listened

to records, and took pictures. In the afternoons

we met, either in the cinema or on the river

in small rowing boats. At last, after seven rather

restless holidays, there came the news that the

misunderstanding had been cleared up and that

the students of Fourth High would be allowed to

return and resume their studies What a dis-

appointment it was to learn that all the negatives

of the pictures we took while in exile were spoiled!

Finally, we come in our chronicle to that long-

awaited Fifth Year. Lessons have not been

difficult on the whole, for a large part of our
studies has been a repetition of matter previously

taken. Our physics and biologv labs have been

splendid, and we have enjoyed them as well as

profited very much from them. Compared with

the 92 boys in Kirst High, our class is very small:

it is composed of only 21 boys, all of whom were
together in Fourth with the exception of Claude
who left us three years ago and rejoined us this

year. We have tried, however, to compensate for

our smallness in numbers by the quality of our
achievements.

Our activities this year have been many. As
it was to be our last year together in B C, and as

the prospects of meeting in the future were uncer-

tain, we thought it would be well to take one more
trip as a group. We decided on Basra and there

we went during the Christmas vacation, accompani-
ed by Fr. Sheehan. The news of our restless

journey in a baggage compartment was spread

throughout Baghdad even before we reached our
destination. Small wonder that Fr. Gookin did

not join us! Through the kindness of Fr (iogue,

we made his school our headquarters during our
stav in Basra, and on the night of our arrival,

which was Christmas Eve, we all went to the

Latin Church. In the course of the week, we
played baseball, basketball and volleyball, and
one day we hired some bicycles and pedalled to

that evergreen Abu Khasib. Some of us played

tennis on the courts of the Shatt-al-Arab Hotel,

and there too we had an excellent dinnei the last

night of our visit, thus bringing to a close a very

enjoyable holiday.

The days after the Christmas vacation passed

rapidly, and almost before we realized it Easter

was upon us On Tuesday, April 4, the Govern-
ment Track Meet was held, and representing our
class on the school team were two athletes of

whom we are justly proud: Claude Le Merle, the

outstanding performer of the afternoon, and George
Yusuf, the distance marvel. In distinguishing

themselves on the field they did their part to win
the cup for B.C., and in bringing honor to the

Green and Maroon they added further glory to the

Class of '44.

During the Easter vacation we made our
Graduation Retreat under the inspiring direction

of Kr. Michael J. McCarthy, S.J., of Basra. We
lived in the Boarding School during the three days
of our retreat, and though the experience was a new
one for us, we trust that we derived from it that

inner strength and vitality that will be so needed
in the days ahead.

Prominent among our activities this year has

been the work of the Sodality of the Blessed

Virgin Our class was well represented among the

officers of this organization, Hikmet Emmanuel
being Prefect, Alfred Paulus Vice-Prefect, Donald
Martin Secretary, and Joseph Rashid Treasurer.

We are proud of the record made this final year

under the inspiration of these leaders, a record

that compares favorably with the high standards

of Sodality activity in the past.

On tbc only occasion this year when the

entire school was gathered together for the read-

ing of marks, Tuesday, May 9, our class leader,

Hikmet Emmanuel, delivered a stirring speech to

the assembled Faculty and student body. The
topic of his address was "The Disease of the

Modern World and Its Remedy. Once again, out-

class average was the highest in the school.

This year, our graduation year, is now practi-

cally over, and we are almost ready to conclude
our chronicle. Five short years have passed in

review before us, and now we begin to look

ahead. From small boys we have become young
men with our future aims in sight. As we
prepare to go forth from our Alma Mater, we are

determined to keep the memories of the past ever

fresh in our hearts in the hope that they will help

us so to live that Baghdad College will always be

proud of us.

Benjamin Thaddeus, '44
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From Our Treasure Chest....

Now thai we :»re going to leave this world of

our studies and Face the implacable problems and
hardships oi life, we. the members of Fifth High,

(-lass of 1941, strong of body and sane of mind,
do hereby signify our 'determination to leave the

treasures of our community for the benefit ol the

other classes and for that of posterity. The
estate is to he divided thus:

WE LEAVE the legendary spectacles ol the studi-

ous Edward Bashir to any scientist-to-be or to

any Noble Prize aspirant. «

WE LI - AVE the shyness and reserve of Muhsin*
1 1 il< met to the exuberant and bubbling Aram
Seropian, as well as to the gentle Fatty Nnnnis.

WE LEAVE Gabriel's eraser and his highly

developed aim to whoever sits in Shaul's place.

W£ LEAVE the improvised poetry of William
Sham mas to the as yet uninspired Billy Terzi.

WE LEAVE Shaul's new method of conjugation

to whoever is not fastidious about speaking v

English correctly.

WE LEAVE the endurance of Geeoge Yusuf, to-

gether with his method of respiration, to the

vivacious Sami Obeyda.

WK LEAVE the jokes' of Hagop well

joyfully.

WE LE\VE Sahih's great affinity for news, and
his love for music in general and for swing in

particular to any devoted radio listener.

WE LEAVfc, the mimicry and the astonishing

tricks of Benjamin to any entertaining fellow

like him

WE LEAVE Bernard Skendcr's eloquence and
lorceful speech to am lawyer-to-be.

WE LI AVE Albert Musa's nicely combed hair

and the flower in his buttonhole to any Don
Juan in search of adventure.

WE LEAVE Claude's high jump to the boarders,

anxious to lake a leap downtown.

WE LEAVE Emmanuel Kurkjian's impassibility

and reserve to any future diplomat.

WE LEAVE oin vast experience with strikes to

those who wish to have :i week or so holidav

WE LEAVE those intangible but notorious quali-

ties of the class, such as order, silence, and
discipline to any "suk" or "chaykhana" in the

city.

And finally, we leave to the Fathers the sincere

expression of our deep love, reverence, and grati

tude, together with the assurance that we perfect-

ly understand the sacrifices and the hardships
borne by them for our good; and for this we can
not thank them enough.

Written on this fourth day of May, in the

vear our Ford, nineteen hundred and forty-lour.

l>;lerre M ich on.

Time Marches On!

Hundreds of cars were parked outside the

huge Metropolitan Hotel which was a masterpiece .

ol architecture built along the ligris and designed

by Mr. B. Thaddeus, The continual shuflle of

feel told of something important taking place. It J

was what could perhaps he called the outstand-

ing social event of the season. It was, in fact,

the wedding of the multimillionaire, Mr. Joseph
Kashidl (The fortunes of some millionaires are

attributed to a saving wife, hut this was clearly

not the case with our friend.) I he spacious
(

lounge was illuminated in a manner never known
before, for it was specially arranged by Mr. H.

Hagopian, the prominent electrical engineer, who,
however, did not himself appear at the reception.

Rumor had it that he had fallen in love and so

had preferred solitude.

Mr Joseph Rashid and Ins bride were stand-

ing on a platlorm by the entrance where they were

being congratulated by the guests, hut 1 do not

think that Mr. Rashid and any ears for the

sincere greetings He veemed to he all eyes ol

devotion. As soon as he ^ot a moment of respite he

tore open an envelope and out popped a telegram.

It had come from Dr Bashir in Edinburgh. In

one of the corners of the* room an excellent hand

directed by Mr H Emmanuel was playing sweet

melodies. At intervals he would take up his violin

to explain to Mr. Walid Yusuf the meaning ol

"octave" and 'major triad." It seemed to me.

from the discussion that ensued, that the misunder-

standing of Mr Yusuf went hack to some funda

mental deficiency in his physics' course.
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Around a table in the lounge sat some class- in spite of the obstacles and the stubborness of

mates oi* Mr. Rashid. There were Mr. George the people you have to deal with. "Thank you
Yusuf. the Physical Trainer of the Iraq Olympic very much." replied Mr. Dano, "and now tell

Team; Mr Albeit Musa, a man. who, although us about yourself, Mr Skender."
of no definite profession, was far from being in-

active; and Mr Eirfmanuel Kurkjian, the chief clerk lime was slipping away and I had to leave

of the city's leading department store. Conversa- that group and eavesdrop on the other one "flow
lion had drifted along from one subject to another is our old friend Gabriel?'' asked Mr. Michon. "1

and empty glasses littered the table. Fr. P. S. wouldn't be surprised if he is ploughing along at

Pahlawan, S.J., one of the Jesuits stationed at lull speed with the dials of his instruments trying

Baghdad University, sensing the extravagance of to pass the line marked 'full' in that surgical Field

the drinks, excused himself tactfully after forecast- of his." "Yes, hi is utilizing every possible

ing a happy life and a successful marriage. At means," broke in Mr Thaddeus. "Don't you
the door, he met Sayid Muhsen Sulaiman who remember how he used to snatch every opportuni-
was a frank man and a prominent personality in ty in class to get that 'rubber' on the move in a

the government. There he was, hesitating at the straight line towards Miaul's head? Well, when
door, with a twisted handkerchief in his hand, a I last heard from him, he had a very special case,

habit formed while giving speeches in class. Shaul, who is now, of course, Mr. Basri, while

"Hello," said Father Pahlawan to his friend of carrying out an experiment in radio television,

years gone by, "I think you're a bit bile. By the was badly injured. Gabriel is now trying to save

way. that assistance vou gave me while I was the life of his friend, and he says he has every

representing my colleagues was indispensable for hope of success/'

the running of the school. Thank you very

much for it
" Sayid Sulaiman then entered and Mr. Ghannam was beginning to show unrest,

after expressing his hopeful wishes to Mr. Rashid for he was no ardent admirer of Mr Basil

and having a drink he lelt abruptly, saying he "Why talk about those in America?" he complain*

bad important work to attend lo. > ed. "Resides, one of them was always full

of some fantastic philosophy and the other was

Around another table in a small room adjoin- always suggesting shorter methods in mathema-

mg the lounge, I recognized some more class- llcs! 0h
>

l nearly forgot something Did you

mates sitting in two groups. One was made up listen lo lhe music broadcasted last night by the

of Mr. B Skender, the experienced lawyer; 'Mr. BBC.. Ren?" "Yes," was the almost instant-

ly Dano, the brilliant mathematician; and Mr A. aneous retort, "how could I miss it? It was really

Paulus. an engineer from Basra. The other exhilirating! And oh! that piano solo was indes-

group was made up of Chief Engineer Pierre cribable!" At this point Mr. Le Merle interjected,

Michon of lhe French Fleet; Mr. Benjamin "What you get out of that serious stuff I don't

Thaddeus. who has alreadv been mentioned; Mr. know!" (for with the passage of time many tastes

C. Le Merle, an industrial chemist rolling in change;. It is of course clear that Mr Le Merle

money brought from South Africa; and Mr. S. was and still is an enthusiastic devotee of "swing"

Ghannam of the Iraqi Embassy in London. The music, and besides, he has 'a wonderful collection

latter had come to Baghdad on six month's leave of J ol< es ( ,1ot sil,
.
v or, es). When Mr. Le Merle

with his wife whose charm rivaled his own. started telling some ol his jokes, I slipped away.
for 1 had heard them before.

Eavesdropping on the first group I heard-"Mv . , i ,-, , ,, . , ,• M ., ,
...

. r i i, i i i i a-
* A s ' h'fl I xv:,s thinking ol all the changes that

love lor her multiplies everv dav, while her aiiec- , , . , ,, ., l r i i- j
. ,• i j • ii- i

had taken place. More than ever heiore 1 realized
lion lor me seems to be dwindling bv a constant-. ., ,

,.,. K .,-. ,• lL
. ii , ...../• • that life is but a swilt succession of vears that
Iv increasing variable approaching positive inhni- , , , . .. , ,P1 , j ,

. r , ,
. '

'

r
n i, ,, rp speed f)v almost unnoticed. then suddenly some

lv I nis complaint came from Mr Dano. lo '
, .. , ,

•

i

•
| x . <• ' i ,. , .ii .!•>'• event sets us contemplating and we resolve anew

which Mr. Skender replied comlortinglv, 'Don t , ., J ,, 7. ,,
<: , , ',. , . 11 r j

to make the most of the time that yet remains
Uive up Somehow I feel lustice will find its J

1 1,1 . -ii i
ours lo use.

place and the compensation will exceed your ex-

penditure. I hope the sentence -he will pronounce Donald Martin, '44

upon you will be a favorable one." "And I hope," '

said Mr. Paulus, "lo stc \ oil running smoothly
along the wtll-consl ructed road of your married
life, hearing in mind that every brick must be

carefully laid. Spend time freely on the rough
plan of your future and determine to cany it out





Rev. Joseph P. Connell. S.J.

F refect of Studies
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UNDERCLASSMEN
FOURTH HIGH

Early in October, Baghdad College opened wide her gates to welcome her students at the begin-
ning of another scholastic year. When the bell rang for our first assembly, we found ourselves
assigned to the place vacated by last year's Fourth High Class: our Intermediate days were over, we were
now Secondary students and one step closer to graduation. As we marched silently to our new
classroom, we noticed a number of unfamiliar but smiling faces. The report, then, that we had
heard was true.... new Fathers had come from America to teach us.

In our very lirst class we met one of the new arrivals, Fr Sullivan, who was to be our English
teacher He gave us a short talk, advising us how to approach the task that lay ahead of us during the
year and outlining the work we were to do in English. Then came our other teachers in the following
periods, and the school year was under way!

The first month passed quickly and uneventfully. Part of the time we spent in the vicinity of the

canteen, for there was some difficulty about obtaining an Arabic teacher. In the religion class we renewed
acquaintances with our old friends: Aziz, the donkey, and Okra,. as Fr. Devennv explained to us the

nature of man, animals, and plants. Some of the humorists in the class brought to our chemistry
professor, Fr. Gookin, the "new" jokes they had collected. At the end of the second month, our Class
President, the beehive, Mr Seropian, read to us a letter he had just received "Dear humorists," it ran,

"your jokes have been received. Some of them we have heard before, some we do not see yet." This
letter put an end to the humorist movement in Fourth. Early in the year, William Terzi suffered from
a severe cold, but it was evident that he had completely recovered by the end of the second month, when
he took a strong hold on the class leadership.

As soon as w<> started the study of "Julius Caesar.' some of the class became captivated by the

new phrases they met, and in a sh >rt time Shakespearean expressions were heard here, there, and every-

where, and in all kinds of situations. An idea may 1)3 formed as to how perfectly Newman was later

studied from the fact that his language began to find its way even into our mathematics classes.

Imagine the puzzled look on Fr. Devennv's face when "Charles Atlas" after l.eing corrected, stammered,
and then calmly said, "I was merely trying to obviate misconception." The 50 fils, sesquipedalian words
used by Albert Michael in the English and Oral English classes leave us breathless; we dread to think

of the effect on his audience, if this tendency of his goes on increasing.

We always welcomed Thursday morning, not because it was a half-holiday, but because of the

interesting two hours we wo-ild have in the "lab" with Fr. Gookin. In addition to the profit and
enjoyment of these periods, there were occasionally incidents which interrupted our serious application.

During the past year, some of t tie members of our class took a special course in hygiene under the

direction of Krs. Devenny and Loefller. They had a chance to put their knowledge to practical use

during noon recreations when they were allowed to work with the Health and Sanitation Department.

On a higher level of endeavor, the work of the Sodalists in our class merits special commendation: all

took active part in the program of the Sodality.

Fourth High had a very successful year in the field of sports, and we are proud of the remarkable

record made bv our athletes. We won the class baseball league alter overcoming the stiff opposition

put up by a strong First High team. In the class volleyball league we were also victorious. One of our

cla striates, Joseph Georgie ("Foulou"\ had the distinction of being selecled to play on the Iraqi

basketball team that toured Syria and Lebanon. We fought valiantly to retain the school championship
in track, but we were finally compelled to admit defeat and hand over the School Cup to Second High.

I3ul, in the Government Track Meet on April 4th our class came to the fore again, when three repre-

sentatives of Fourth High, "Foufou," Ahmed, and Tommiua, helped to bring victory and the King's Cup
to fi C "Foufou" and Ahmed also ran on the championship relay team which established a new Iraqi

record and won the Lord Cornwallis Cup lor our school. On the varsity basketball team which

advanced to the finals of the Government Tournament two of the stars, "Foufou" and John Metti, were
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nembers of our class I his athletic record speaks for itself, and we can honestly sav that we hare
'done and dared" that the banners of Green and Maroon mav be seen "proudly waving everywhere."

The year is almost over —we look back over the past months with feelings of pleasure and satis-

faction at what we have accomplished. One more hurdle remains to be jumped, the final exams—and
then we will be Seniors! We await our final year eagerly, for we are determined to crown jut course
vith an even better record, scholastically and athletically, than those we have made in the past.

Antoine Cherkhi

THIRD HIGH

When school began once again in the early days of last October, Third High was prepared to face

the difficult, final year of Intermediate studies, with the prospect of a Government exam lo be taken at

the end. We were divided into two sections, A and B, and though most of our classes were held

separately, we were together for some periods.

Tn the first days of the new school year, we all met some difficulties, until we became familiar with

our course and tfie new subjects we were taking. We found that we had to work much harder than

we did in Secon 1 High, and in some subjects, as history and geography, we had to quicken our steps

lo keep pace with the p'rogram. We shall always remember the interesting books and poems we studied

in English: all I he class admired them and found them very enjoyable. The sciences also aroused our
eager attention and careful study; we used to look forward to those periods when physics experiments
were to be performed in our own classrooms.

When the Christmas Vacation approached, the Sodalists were very active and notices were posted

on the bulletin b>ird reminding us of the ch iritable deeds to b.j done for the poor. Almost every boy

in both classes contributed either money or clothes to be distributed for the relief of the poor. We are

proud of th ! good example given bv Third High in this praiseworthy activity.

In Third A the class leadership shifted back and forth between Adib Maouf and Sami Lawrence,

with a dark horse. John Marrow, taking first place for the month of February. Similarly in Third B,

'vl nond filowe and vllen Cotta staged a close rivalrv for the leadership of the class. The names of

these last iw • usualh represented our class on the School Honor Roll also.

When the time came for bisketball, Third High had the distinction of placing two of its members
on the school team. Redi Atchoo was one ol the star forwards on the quintet that went all the way to

the finals in the Government Tournament, and Louis Raffouli frequently brought loud cheers from the

rJ.C followers when he entered the game as a substitute and promptly proceeded to make brilliant

shots lor goals. Our class baseball team played well in the league but was finally overcome by the

hard-hitting teams ol Fourth and First. In the School Track Meet we were not very successful in cur

.•ft Mis lo obtain the cup, but Sami Lawrence ran a fast race to defeat Khalid in the 100 meters. Nczir

n lined laithfully for the hurdles, but he was unable to beat Fouad on the day of the meet.

One of the inanv pleasant memories of the year was a class picnic. Accompanied by Fr. Sheehan,

we went cycling to Zaafaraniab, had a fine lunch, and took some pictures. There were the usual punc-

tures and once we went off the road on the way home, but in spite of all that we cnjoved the day

\ much. I'v February everyone in Third High had become extremely serious about prepar-

ing lor the Government Exams. As the days and weeks passed quickly by, we increased our efforts

I i M we mi^lii i>tss these exams successfully and be a credit to B.C. in the record we make in them.

During the month of Mav every student in the religion class prepared a short talk to be delivered

on an assigned day as a special devotion to Our Lady. We also made a beautiful shrine in honor of

I Virgin, and each day fresh flowers were brought and placed before her statue.

\s we look back over the vear, we must admit that it was a difficult one, but the spirit of study

which animated us will, we hope, bring us the reward we seek. Even with all the work, we spun

i joyful yeai in Third, and we all thank our teachers heartily for their generous, continued labor

^ I t I I II s

Sami Lawrence, Third A

Allen Cotta, Kdmond Klowe, Third B
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SECOND HIGH A

At the beginning of the school year we felt very apprehensive about the future, and we frankly

considered our situation catastrophic because of the various new subjects and thick books that frighten-

ed us so much and seemed to be so difficult to comprehend. Happily, our fears soon vanished for the

new studies proved to be less difficult than we anticipated. Thus, in religion the spiritual lessons given

by Pr. Mahan nourished our minds and hearts and will give their good fruits one day when, after

leaving school, we find ourselves well prepared to face the difficulties of life. We feel that we have
profited much also by the weekly religion talks on the Blessed Sacrament and on our Holy Mother, the

Virgin Mary.

During the year Second A has made rapid progress in all the lessons. The persevering struggles

of Fr. Mahan were not unfruitful in English as well as in geometry. This being our first year in

chemistry, we seemed to have some misunderstanding at first. But it did not last more than the first

month, for very soon we developed an interest in this subject and together with our professor, Mr.
Jibran, we began to master the mysteries of chemistry. In Arabic Mr. Bechir kept his promise to follow

the method of shooting two birds with one stone, so that the poems that we memorized this year will

help us in Third High. By his interesting lectures Mr. Abbosh filled our minds with the history of the

Arabs from the period of their migration to the present time.

The constant struggle with Fifth High for leadership of the school in studies found us several times

successful. But perhaps our most spectacular triumph was ihe one we shared with Sections B and C,

for bv our modest efforts we helped to bring the School Track Championship to Second High and aided

in snatching the cup from the grasp of Fifth High, who had also won the Championship when they were
in Second High. We close the vear with feelings of deep gratitude to all our teachers, who labored so

hard to make our studies profitable and as painless as possible.

Boghos Boghossian

SECOND HIGH B

When we first came to school this year, all the boys were anxious to know who their new teachers

were. After diligent investigation we learned that the only one we knew was Mr. Abbosh, the history

teacher For our class teacher we had Fr Madaras in religion, geometry, and English; we also had Mr.
libran in chemistry and geography. There was no teacher at first for Arabic. This did not seem to

trouble some of the boys. Another thing which also did not trouble them was the lateness of the books
in arriving from America; they finally came, however, in November. Mr. Nejdet, our Arabic teacher,

also came in November, at the beginning of the month.

This war is terribly annoying to people all over the world, and even in Second High B it made
itself felt. It was the war that made our books arrive late. Then paper, pencils, and other school
needs had to be rationed, but this made us careful in using them, and in that way we learned not to

waste things.

We entered one of the first classes at the beginning of the year, and one of the new teachers was
ready to begin his lecture The lecturer began to talk. More than half the period passed. Nothing
happened. Then suddenly we were startled by a great noise. It was the voice of the new teacher say-

ing to Sami Obeyda, "If you speak one word more, I will make you copy out the whole book five

hundred times." Sami therefore kept silence for the rest of that period.

What a strange thing it whs when the boys saw this same Sami asking permission from Mr. Nejdet
to recite before the class an Arabic poem which he himself had composed! It was only doggerel and it

made us laugh very much, but it contained a magnificent moral. The recitation, of course, was very
well done.

One day, after the English class was over, we entered the geometry class. Fr. Madaras was
standitig as usual by his desk waiting for the bovs In that class we had to deal with circles, and so
Fr Madaras should have brought compasses with him. But after the prayer he said. "This is war time,
and compasses are hard to get, and therefore we shall use a piece of string instead. It will do the work
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just as well." One of the boys who did not like geometry wanted to stop the class by taking the string

from the desk when Fr. Madaras was not looking It was a bold adventure to take that string with
FY. Madaras standing hard bv, and the boy tried his best to get it, but he did not succeed. Anyhow,
we learned later that Fr. Madaras had another piece of string in his possession.

When we came to the description of Ichabod Crane in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," the charac-

ter of the pedagogue resembled that of one of the Second High B boys. This b >y was therefore denom-
inated Ichabod Crane by the rest of the class, and is thus known even now. This will explain to Fr.

Madaras why the boys always laughed when the name of Ichabod Crane occurred in the lesson.

Before concluding the glorious history of Second High B we must mention our great athletic

triumph Second High B was proud of its athletes and the way they shone in the School Track Meet
They helped to get first place in the meet and to win the School Cup, The three sections of Second
High A, B, and C had united and toiled together to get the cup, but it was Second High B that won
most of the points, and so it seemed only just that the cup should be put in their classroom. But so

generous are we of Second High B that we let Second High A have it in their class first, and we shall

have it next in ours.

Yusuf Alios

SECOND HIGH C

When we (irst entered Baghdad College we found our teacher to be Mr. Burby, a man of over twenty

years experience in the classroom. By the end of the year Mr. Burby admitted that he had never met
such a class a> ours. His hair had whitened and his brow was furrowed with care.

This year the same gruup found themselves in second High C with Fr. MacNeil as their teacher.

The class has tried hard, if not always successfully, to overcome a great weakness in the English tongue.

We have found Mr. Jibran's chemistry class difficult but interesting.

Our section, with Shawket and Khalid as our representatives, had its share of points in winning
the School Track Meet for Second High. The cup will be on exhibition in the three Second High class-

rooms, and we are eagerly awaiting our turn to display it.

Mr. Bechir has had some very useful contests in the Arabic class. The class was divided in two
parts; the heavy bombs used in the contests were Mr. Bechir's "zeros." In the course of the hard fight-

ing, many boys were "floored" by these bombs.

Memories of the class which will remain with us through the years will be: Nuri's foxy grin and
Yacoub's love for English Grammar; Abdul Suhail's "supermelligorgeously" and Ghanim's search for

big words; Luay Suwaidi's faithful attendance in class; Khalid Issa Taha's shyness and careful study:

Abdul Jabbar's bicycle picnics with Sabih and Joseph Nathan's diligent application to books (especially

story books'; Jamal saying, "To repeat is the best way to learn;" Saad Midfai, as the champion of the

Arabic class; Rental's fluency in Arabic Grammar; Mr. Bechir saying to Shawket, "Don't be my
secretary"; Fouad and his "Yes, very fine, Father;" Victor, our "would-be" philosopher, gazing at the

stars: Kussay, as a hard worker and a quiet student; Sata's "Taweel" and "Tamam": and finally, Ferid,

who improved considerably in Oral English during the year.

Victor Elias
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FIRST HIGH A

Early in October, Baghdad College welcomed the largest Fir<d High class in her history. H was
our privilege to he members of th it class, as we began a long and laborious journey atony the paths ol

knowledge which will lead us, we hope, to the coveted goal of graduation in 1948. The large entering
class was divided into three sections, A, B, and G, and each section now provides its own account o(

the past year.

No one with any inside information can deny that this year First High A has done its best— or

worst, vou might say — to give Fr. Miff a headache. Kver since the boys first arrived, peculiar occur-
rences have b^en taking place within the walls of I A which have led your repoiler o believe that per-

haps a few of the boys have bats in their respective belfries. Of course, a line must be drawn between
plain goofiness and the eccentricity of sheer genius. Take, for instance, Solon Yaos delivering Rieuzi's

address to the Romans.

Standing up before the class, his face gleaming with the effort, Solon let 'em have it with all the

vim and vigor of Demosthenes His arms flew out like pistons and made hypnotic passes in the air;

the artistic spirit of his Greek ancestors came to the top and bubbled forth in a burst 6.1 fiery eloquence
which mist hive been he ird bv the philosophers of Fifth. Above the howls of laughter of the rest ol

the class came the inspired bellow of Solon the Second, which must be capable of inciting half the

oppressed citizens of the world to rebellion.

Combine the brilliance of this rising young orator with the long-winded compositions of Gerald
Pearce, the clowning of Vahe, the red hair of Zuzu, the jumping of Douglas Walton, and the singing

ol M ixime, and you have the most unusual crowd that ever perspired over algebra in one room

The first month started off with a bang! There was heated rivalry for the class leadership, and
Simon Ov mnessian just m inaged to tike first honors from Gerald by seventeen-hundrelhs of a point!

In November, Mixime came to the fore by snatching Simon's hard-earned position from beneath his

very nose, and since then the rivalry has had the speed and fury af an attacking spitfire.

In between tearing out our hair over obscure mathematical formulae— cf. Academic Algebra, page

194; whew!! — time has been found to attempt to discover whether Zuhair would fit into Maxime's
pocket, whether Akram is as great a clown at home as at school, whether Vahe ever becomes tired

from playing, and whether Gerald ever stops whistling Incidentally, the last-named has not yet got

ovar the embarrassment caused by Robert Avar starting to the play the College Song with his harmonica
held the wrong way round, when the two were playing a duet after the Spelling Bee.

In the field of athletic endeavor First High has reason to be well pleased. After a hard-foughl
battle with Fourth, having beaten all other classes at least once, First had to be content with second
place in the class baseball league. We are happv to be able to say that some of the stars on First's

team were contributed by 1 A. Vahe, our diminutive renter fielder rarely dropped a fly; Maxime had a

pleasant habit of striking out the sluggers of Filth; and Gerald, the captain, made first base a dangerous
proposition for the opposing team. In the School Track Meet we were less successful, although two
box s from our class, Douglas Walton and Gerald Pearce, managed to collect 8 5 points for First High.
While this was a small start, we are not discouraged, lor our athletes give promise of developing into

the future "greats" of Baghdad College.
Gerald Pearce

FIRST HIGH B

First High B is a large class and many interesting events have taken place in it since we first

came together in Baghdad College last October. Our class boasts of a great number of "stars"— too

many, indeed, to tell about here. We could write a b< ok about Joseph Kamo, the Charlie Chaplin ol

of our class. He is never short of words, to say nothing of gestures: his arms must be very strong

from all the exercise he has given them trying to get the attention of his teachers. And then there is his

friend, Sami Gooley, the joker Shallal. He is always jolly— except when he falls un^er the wrath of the

teacher— and he does seem to care whether the woild go"s round or not. Frank Thomas whose form
and figure remind us of the giant Atlas and whose voice is like the roaring of a caged lion is another ol

our outstanding classmates. There is also Sami Skender who has answered nine out of every ten ques-
tions put to the class. Many others might be mentioned, but we must go on to speak of our activities
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We are proud of the record our class has made for the missions. Clement Henry, at first, and trnn
George Azzo seem to have been better orators than Spartacus or Bienzi Am wax, First H was either on
the top or near the top all through the year in contributing to the missions We hope that this fondness
for the missionary and his xvoik will grow among us and ... who knows? Hut the choice lor a future

missionary seems to fall equally on several different pairs of shoulders, so we wmi'I name anybody xet.

In games also our class had a wonderful record. Sami Toma, the only medal-wearer of First High,
sits in our midst, just behind the mighty Frank. We send a warning now to next x ear's Third High to

keep a good hold on the School (lup. For, led by Sami, we expect to make a much better showing
than we did this past year There is a reason why runners like Thomas Shekoury and Hikmet Metti

are racing about tiie track these hot days! As for baseball, we have plenty of "stars," and alter our
success this year we are confident of having a powerful team ready for the class league next year.

A memorable feature of the year was our class picnic during the Easter vacation. Singing and
dancing to the tune of the "dumbuk," xve enjoyed a most pleasant journey by train to Haquba. There

we had games and shooting, and we also took a walk through the town. There were countless gardens
to visit, but, after being "imshied " out of one which we thought xvas Nahid Lotta's, xve did not make
i second try. The spoils of the "hunt" xvere the pigeons which our crack shot, George Azzo, carried

triumphantly in one hand, while in the other he held his gun. The storks on the houses of Haquba
provided tempting targets, but Fr. Loeffler saxv to it that the matter ended there. The return trip was
made in a croxvded train, but xve all reached home safely, much to the relief of our xvorried prefect.

During the month of May xve had a beautiful shrine in our class. The vases xvere not large enough
to hold the many pretty flowers which were brought almost daily and strexvn before the feet of Our Lady.

The small statue of the Messed Virgin xvas contributed by Adil Azaria and xvas placed against a back-

ground of blue, with a halo of gold stars about the head of the Virgin. We hope and pray that we may
love and honor Hu- always, and as we finish our first year at Baghdad College xve hope too that Mary
will guide us safely through this school and through the school of life.

Desmond Arbuthnot

FIHST HIGH C

Our first evening in the boarding house xvas a happy one, although we did not knoxv many of the

hoarders. They came from Baghdad, Basra, Zakho, Mosul, Kut, Kirkuk. Amara, Sulaimania, Azizia,

and Dahuk. The second day xve went to class and found many other boys there from Baghdad. We
did not know any of them, but after about a week and a half xve learned their names, and soon xve all

became friends. In our class. First High C, Adnan is the largest and Kama I is the smallest. The

leaders of the class in studies are Hamzi Hermes, Nazar Shemdin, Vaikis Darsi, and Nubar Astarjian.

The First High baseball team had only one boy from 1 C. This xvas Alexander. He played very

well in the field, and by hilling very far, he hit in many rims. First High xvas the second best team in

the class league.

We did not have a basketball team, but xve had one in volleyball. We played against the second

team of each ol the classes of Second and Third High, and xve beat tli'-m, but then the Easter vacation

came, and when xve returned to school we did not contine the games.

Now xve come to the School Track Meet. There were many boys from First High in the meet, but

only a lew boys entered from Section C. Faik Audo xvas first in the high jump in class D, and Ramzi

Hermes tied to- second place with Jamal Ahmed Agha of Second High. Yerwent Julius won second

place in the 100 meters in class C. 'The best boxers. I think, are Said and Fawzi Saliba who are brothers.

In English and Arabic we have some very good ipeakers. Alfred Handquist delivers a speech

with much force. Ivamal is also good in Arabic while Aladdin Hahrani and Faik arc the best in deliver-

ing speeches In English,

We have been xerv happy in our first year at Baghdad College, and xve xvish to express to all the

Fathers and Teachers our sincere thanks for their kindness and patience.

Nubar Astarjian
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Sodality.

On Tuesday, Octob°r 19, 1943, the Socialists held their lirst meeting at which Rev. Fr. Devenny,

Sodality Moderator, called upon them for the election of new officers. The following selection was

made:

Prefect—Hikmet Emmanuel

Vice-Prefect— Alfred Paulus

Secretary— Donald Martin

Treasurer—Joseph Rashid

Athletic Representative— Emmanuel Kurkjian

The Sodality, like the rest of the school, felt the effects of this year's transport difficulties. The
regular Wednesday meeting was early in the year transferred to Friday noon time. This cut the length

of the meeting and the amount of business which could be got through. But it was inevitable. Usu-

ally during the meetings the Sodalists, besides reciting a portion of the office or some appropriate prayei,

discuss selected questions of interest or importance to the members. The general question, various

aspects of which were discussed by different members throughout the year, was "Boys and Girls,"

Among memorable speeches given by Sodalists were Felix Jurgi's on Lent, Joseph Rashid's on Love—
the Holv and the Pleasure-Seeking Kinds, and the debate between Hikmet Emmanuel and Donald

Martin on the question, "Can Any Boy Fall in Love with Any Girl in the World?" We had the pleasure

of hearing, as guest speakers, Frs. Sullivan, MacNeil, and Casey.

The aim of our Sodality, as everyone knows, is to spread devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary

through the greatest possible area of the world, and to try to save souls and relieve the poor. This

year the Sodalists met with great success. Their aid for the poor went well beyond the record of past

years. What with the constant collecting done in class, the word "mission" was heard and used this

year even more than the word "Father" among the B.C. students. The sum received for the missions

.amounted to ID. 113 paid ceremoniously to H.E. the Apostolic Delegate, who kept wondering during

our meeting with him how such a sum could be collected from students in a lew months. Besides

this, the Sodality received I.D. 37, together with quite a lot of used clothing, from shoes to caps, for

lor the relief of the poor. This collection for the poor was distributed just before Christmas Day to

the orphanages at Adhamiya, at Bab Shargi, and at Bab esh Shaikh.
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Sanctuary Society

WHAT SHALL I BE?

! d like to be a pi eacher

And hlunt the devil's kniie;

< Ir even be a teacher

\iid tench the way of lite.

I'd like to be a doctor,

A host of men I'd save;

Or be ;i great inventor,

I In- way lor cures I'd pave.

I'd love to be a soldier,

And stand on guard all night.

I'm sure I'd make a sailor,

I'd look so smart in white.

My brain is in confusion,

I don't know which to choose;

So lull of great ambition,

I might turn out a noose.

My lesus, come and help me.

And w hisper in my ear

I lie best way I can serve Thee

Ami do Thy will down here.

CJamli' \ Le Merle

Sodality. (Cont'd.)

transport troubles considerably cut down on the spiritual program, but the Eucharistic Section, wh
• o included the whole Sodality, did splendid work in notifying the alumni each month about
Friday Mass. On the Keasl of the rioy Saints, Messrs. Hikmet Emmanuel, Don

Martin, Emmanuel Kurkjian, Kelix Jurgi, and Edmond Naser presented an informative program
'Saints Work was begum, which can, we hope, be continued, on the translation of some spirit
pamphlets into \rabic. During Lent, special prayers were recited at each meeting in reparation

rilegea committed against the Blessed Sacrament during the present war.

rhus, at theend of the year, we lay this offering happih at Our Lady's feet, and as Sodalists
ik lor new and greater occasions to labor in her service,

Joseph Rashid, I 1

ich

the

aid

on
ual

for

we
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ATHLETICS.

Never before has there been such an abun-
dance of athletes at B. C. Never before has B C.

distinguished herself so highly on the field ot

sport. There were not only two or three cham-
pions in certain events and games, but a number
of good athletes in practically every department.

And hence the honor of bringing glory to the

Green and Maroon does not go to the highest

point-getters alone, but also to the smaller yet

vital members of our teams. It was cooperative

teamwork that made this such a successful year

in Baghdad College athletic history.

Great excitement was caused during the year

when Joseph Georgie, the school s veteran, was
selected to represent Iraq in her Syrian-Lebanese
basket hall tour. Yet, throughout the year, on
the baseball field or on the track, on the basket-

ball or the volleyball courts, our great concern

was, "Would we win the Government Track

Meet?" Fr. Sheehan, the director of sports, took

a keen interest in anything relating to track. He
did all in his power to give us everything we
needed, even to the extent of having the carpen-

ter make a whole set of hurdles, that more boys
might have an opportunity to practice.

In the Class Tournaments, Fourth High won
the volleyball and the baseball leagues, but only

after having overcome stiff opposition. First

High merits honourable mention and hearty con-

gratulations for the game fight she put up in

baseball. She has a number of promising young
stars who aie certain to give a good account of

themselves in days to come. Vahe, for example,
though merely a beginner, nearly outdid Claude in

his collection of spine-tingling catches.

The School Track Meet was, as usual, a gala

occasion. There was keen rivalry all the war
through and the issue was not definitely decided
until towards the very end of the meet. First

place finally went to Second High's weight of

numbers, with Fifth High's brawn close on her

heels. The winners produced a numerous brood
of dark horses Peter Alchoo in the sprints,

Ghanim Bazzuki in the pole vault, Shawket
Killer in the 800 meters, and Shakir Al Badir in

the 400 meters were the outstanding ones. With
these and many other young hopefuls to icly

upon, Baghdad College can well afford to look

towards future years with a satisfied smile.

The Government Track Meet was held this

year on Tuesday, April 4th. The day itself was
ideal, and the stands of the Scout's Field were
taxed to capacity with enthusiastic spectators.

H.M. the King and H.B.H. the Regent, along
with many other notables, honored the occasion

with their presence At first, everything seemed
to go wrong with us—our tents, the sun, our
marching, until ...crack! Foufou's bullet start.,

his 70 meter a-lion-is-chasing-me sprint. . his

breasting the tape unchallenged., the 5 points

going up to our credit., .and we were put in mind
of the task ahead! We braced our shoulders and
went into fight for B.C., determined to come back
with our shields or on them

Event followed event, and in each one the

Green and Maroon colors were conspicuous.

Clauds 1,2,3, over; 1,2,3, over, in the hurdles
brought him within the shadow of the mighty
Nejim. As the afternoon wore on, the B C.

athletes covered themselves and their Alma Mater
with glory, and cheer after cheer rang out from
the admiring onlookers. Even before the final

points were totalled, it was evident that Fr
Sheehan's work had not been in vain The
Kings Cup had at last come to its rightful pos-

sessor, BAGHDAD COLLEGE. The following

summary tells the story of our victory:

100 meters F'oufou First

200 meters Ahmed Second
400 meters Shakir Third
800 meters George Y. Third
500 meters George Y. Fourth
High jump Claude First

Broad jump Claude First

Pole vault Foulou Second
Hurdles Claude First

Shot put Edward T. Second
Ball throw Foufou Fourth

The last and the most thrilling event of the

afternoon was the relay race. Our team, composed
of Foulou, Ahmed, Shakir, and Claude, excelled

itself and brought another cup to B. C. We came
in with a 30 meter lead to set a new Iraqi record

of 1 :39.

To celebrate our double triumph a victory

parade was speedily organized, Mi. Ford's busses
were never given a better road test than the one
to which they were subjected on that evening of

the 4th of April. Loaded with a crowd of boys
suddenly gone mad with joy, they made the

journey safely (almost) through the center of

Baghdad, on to Karradah, and back. Then, in

the middle of the city, the busses came to a stop

and the evening skies were pierced with the

enthusiastic cheers of the B.C. rooters. The
sinking of the school song concluded the victory

parade, and the boys turned towards home, weary
and hoarse, but elated over the glorious triumpb
ol the Green and Maroon of Baghdad College.
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In basketball also, this has been a banner year

lor B.C. With its flashy passing attack and its

well-nigh impregnable defence, the team ran up a

string of victories early in the season and made
its name one to be respected throughout Baghdad.
The speed and accuracy of Bedi Atchoo and Fou-

i'ou at forward, the shiftiness of Claude at center,

and the stalwart defence of John Metti and

Petrine at guard formed a combination that was
hard to beat. Resides, we had capable substitutes

in George Yusuf, Emmanuel Kurkjian, George

Bakose, and Louis Raffouli Alter our victories

»ver Secondary School teams, some practice

games were arranged with the team representing

the Physical Training Institute. Though we were

inable to defeat this strong aggregation of older

and more experienced players, we gave them some

hard battles and succeeded in keeping the score

quite close

For various reasons the Government Basket-

nail Tournament was postponed this year till

rather late in the season. When it was announc-

ed that American rules were to be followed, we

counted this a point in our favor, as we had been

rising them in our practice sessions. The tourna-

ment began and the Marquesia, American, and

Kisaia Schools fell under our fast, powerful attack,

and then.... the finals! Excitement was high at

B.C., and there was enthusiastic talk about adding
another cup to our collection. The team trained

rigorously for this contest, even though the weath-
er had become quite warm, and on April 25th

we met Karkh on her home court. Our passes
were just as fast and just as accurate as ever, and
we attacked time and again. But Karkh was the

better team and their defence, coupled with our
poor shooting, proved our defeat. They led at

half-time 26-17, but towards the end of the second
half a succession of brilliant shots put them safe-

ly ahead of us, and we lost the game and the

championship by the score of 52 to 31.

Though this was a bitter disappointment B.C.

has every reason to be proud of the fine showing
made by her team in this final contest. In spite

of this defeat, the glorious record of the past

season remains. It has brought the Green and
Maroon into a place of prominence in the basket-

ball world of Baghdad, and we may be confident

that B.C. will rise to even greater heights next year.

Claude A. Le Merle

School Song.

With a shout, with a song

We will cheer the boys along,

Under banners of Green and Maroon!

While we do, while we dare,

Proudly waving everywhere

Are the banners of Green and Maroon

So it's High, High, High!

Always B.C. High!

Singing our glad merry tune.

And we'll cheer B.C.

On to victory,

Under banners of Green and Maroon!
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Baghdad College Track Team
Sezondary School Champions, 1944.
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Baghdad College Basketball Team.

Second High Track Team.

School C hampions.
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Scoop!

By Gerald Pearce U8

With his breath coming in short, sharp gasps,

Cannon straightened and stood up. Alter the

mad hall-minute preceding, the whole desolate

country had taken on the stillness of a tomb.
Hut for the sound of heavy breathing, utter silen-

ce reigned supreme.

The events of the last thirty seconds, from the

time when the blinding beam ol a powerful flash-

light had smitten the crouching figure in the eyes
till the newcomer had finally crumpled to the

ground, were blurred and uncertain in Cannon's
mind. Hut his fingers twitched and he still

could feel them clamped vise-like about his un-
known adversary's neck. With savage, exultant
satisfaction he stared vindictively at the man
lying in a crumpled heap at his feet

The man was clad almost solely in blue serge,

but his profession it was impossible to guess.

Men wandering alone, far from visible signs of

human habitation, often carried firearms The
weight of the dead unknowns automatic pistol

gave Cannon a sense of security. Then, a slow
realization came to him. He turned and ran.

Quite heedless of sound and totally deaf to the

crash and noise as he forced his way forward
recklessly through the occasional bushes and
undergrowth, the fugitive Cannon stumbled on.
His brain was in a whirl. Get away! He had to

get away—away from the haunts of man, from
the rank civilization which had branded him a

criminal! To his mind's eye came a picture of

the swindling, money-crazed being whom he had
once called "friend" ... Kuhlmann, as he had last

seen him in the court-room, narrow-eyed, sell-

satisfied, satanic ...

The diabolical ingenuity with which Kuhlmann
had framed him and finally succeeded in having
him removed from his position and imprisoned
filled Cannon with a kind of helpless rage Since
his escape five hours before, half-formulated
plans had begun to take definite shape in his

mind, plans of vengeance, plans of death...

And then, with easy escape assured, he had
been discovered. Even now he could feel his

fingers wrapping themselves about the guard's
throat and forming into a ring of murderous steel.

He lived again those horrible moments when the

two had swayed drunkenly in the gloomv dark-
ness of the corridor, saw again those wild, star-

ing eyes, and then a limp form had thudded to

the floor. What had occurred next he did no!

know. Hut now he was free!

Suddenly he paused, and frowned. Ahead o\

him, a black silhouette against the sky, a big

rambling building came into view. Cannon app-
roached cautiously. Not a light was visible.

Disregarding the unkept, overgrown path leading

up to the building, he moved along from one side.

Carefully, fully aware of the inevitable result

should the house prove to be inhabited, he made
his way cautiously to the left wing. A sudden
biting wind cut through his clothing and sent a

moan echoing through the building. From the

rear came an irregular, thudding sound. He
moved towards it.

Bathed in the pale, unearthly light of the moon,
what once must have been a backyard and or-

chard was revealed, overgrown and choked with

the weeds of half a century, rolling down to the

black rocky terrain across which he had been
traveling. A door was swinging loosely as the

wind caught it. Cannon allowed a flashlight

bjeam to play for a moment on the interior and
then he stepped in.

The corridor in which he found himself was
damp. Uneven flagstones paved the floor, and
from somewhere a chill wind was blowing.

Again came that disturbing moaning. He moved
forward, suddenly aware that his heart was not

beating normally. His straining ears caught a

faint, barely discernible sound.

A cold, paralyzing hand seemed to clutch the

crouching Cannon's breast. There was an icy

sensation at the nape of his neck. Ahead, some-
where in the impenetrable darkness before him,
someone — something — hail moved.. ! Clammy,
tumbling fingers searched in his pocket for the

automatic, while a damp hand pushed back the

hair from his forehead, a hand grown cold with

staik fear, fear of the unknown...! Uncertainly he

pushed forward With no set direction he grop-

ed his way, turned left, and saw a light.

He found himself in a kind of hall. Pale,

spectral moonlight flooded through a broken half-

shuttered window. The room was high and raft-

ered, and he saw that the timbers were rotten

with age. Several clumsy pieces of furniture,

covered with the undisturbed dust of past decades,

were strewn over the floor. "Cobwebs spanned
the gaps between the rafters Cold, ghostly light

invaded the place. The very air seemed charged

with death.

Cannon glanced over his shoulder apprehen-
sively, his ears strained to catch the faintest sound.
Heavy, grave-like silence held the building.

Apart from the yellow moonbeams, the darkness
was that of a tomb. A tomb! Cannon shuddered.
And in this tomb he swore something had moved,
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A sudden violent crash, the sound of run-
ning footsteps, a fleeting glimpse of a retreating

figure .. Cannon's right arm jerked. Crack! A
pencil of flume slabbed the shadows; a sudden
detonation awakened 'lie echoes, seeming to ring

hack at him mockingly. Kor in that brief,

momentary glance he had made out the blue-clad

figure of a man!

A man in blue! His memory Hew back to that

lonely spot not three miles away where a man lay

dead, where a primitive hand-to-hand battle to

the death had taken place In his mind he could

see the contorted features, graying hair, and dark
blue clothes ..His mind raced, dread superstitions

of a bygone age of shadows whirling in his brain,

superstitions of stalking spectres in this house of

shadows...

With his heart pounding a wild tattoo against

his ribs, he strained his eyes vainly in an attempt
to pierce the all-enveloping black shadows. He
trained his automatic upon the patch of moon-
light where he had glimpsed the man in blue.

Then— his spine crawled. A hand clutching a

•glittering weapon, followed by an arm... He jerked

the trigger violently. Echoing and re-echoing

detonations ran into each other like a thunderclap.

A click. I he gun was empty

With a choking gasp Cannon crumpled to the

floor.

In the small, brightly lit room a telephone

bell rang shrill}. I he lean individual at the

desk lifted the receiver. "Standish of the Times,'

he said crisply.

"Hello, Standish I'he decisive accents of

his friend Charles ol the Homicide Bureau came
clearly over the wire. "I've «ot some dope for

vou — front page crime sensation. Kemember John
Cannon, the guy we put away six months back?

"Sure.

"He cut loose again and died of heart failure

when a. couple of patrolmen closed in on him in

an empty house last night. A search was being
made in connection with the death of a farmer
when...."

"But how did Cannon gel there?

He broke away from the mental asylum and
killed an attendant thirty-six hours ago. Come
around and get the details

"Bight!" Standish reached for his hat.

"Thanks for the tip."

The Epistle of a

Pseudo-Pessimist

By Aram Seropian, '45

I'he streets are empty save for dogs. Squad-
rons of roaring vultures, loaded with deadly
explosives, are hovering overhead. The dreadful
siren is bowling, and the entire population ol

Utopia is racing to underground shelters. Five
thousand feet up, the aviator makes his calcula-

tions, notes his speed, allows for drift, checks his

course, and snaps a switch. A hatch opens and
gigantic, deadly bombs stieam downward, faster

and faster. ... like darts ... like lightning! A fretting

whistle heralds the commencement of the doom
day of civilization Then, with a din like a blast

from hell, whole houses leap into the air, and an
ocean of flame swallows terror-stricken people.

I'he countryside becomes a vast, tumbling mass
of wreckage, a lava of bricks, steel, and delormed
fragments of human bodies poured out over the

earth The adventurous bomber has struck his

target and with full speed dashes for home The
crew with throbbing hearts are still tense with

excitement. Another daring exploit has been
achieved for humanity and civilization!

This is the scene unceasingly acted today on
the bloody stages of the world. The directors ol

this horrible tragedy, the men who are responsible

for its continued renewal and who daily send
forth fresh troupes of actors are undoubtedly
students of science, culture and progress. But by
a logic based on exaggerated and distorted notions

of patriotism they have darkened their intellects

with a false philosophy and are able to offer ready
justifications for their inhuman malevolence.

If in their golden days these credulous students

were to hear any such objection as this, that they

were leaving only destruction in their wake, they

would protest strongly, and frenzied supporters

would instantly leap to their aid. In no time, the

black defenders of •'Justice,*' the foppish mem-
bers of the "Round Tables." the bribed masters

of the press would proclaim anyone who disagre-

ed with their views a traitor to humanity. Yes'

You must leave them alone, free to act, as long as

it is according to the black and white files of tin

legislature.

The honourable promoters of civilisation must
suppress all medieval agitators in order that their

own disciples may undergo atheistical but civilized

and up-to-date training. The new generation

must advance in materialism to be the perfect

men of the future and to gamble with the fate ol
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all bunnnity. They must be brought up with the

hope that they may open new industrial fields,

that they may have deadh wisdom to be able to

change peace-time objects and puisuits into death-

dealing war equipment. The whole so-called

enlightened world is to produce masters in the

lield of civilization, that when the zero hour
approaches each one may turn out skillful and
bold butchers, as savage as wild aboriginees and
as bloodv as enraged b irbarians. This is the

modern program concocted by malicious moulders!

it nan\>w-minded, old-fashioned conservatives

instinctively cry out in the very face of these

tolerant and modernized cultivators, "It is not

enough to teach material welfare and purely

natural aims; you ought to instil faith into the

hearts of the young; you ought to bring them up
also by divine teachings;" — if such be the complaint
lodged against them, then these disciples ot prog-

ress disfigure their countenances with anger, take

a dozen aspirin, and advise their critics to keep
quiet or else be banished to concentration camps
and asylums. If you persist and appeal your
case to the impartial students of life, they hesit-

ate, scratch their heads discomlortedly, and
implore you not to arouse their conscience from
its dormant state

All the same, no matter how things are juggled,

the truth behind these evasions shines like the

sun behind a stormy day. That truth unceasingly
stimulates our conscience and whispers, "The
planters of modern civilization have never harvest-

ed but cockle. They have buried the world under
ashes and chaos." This does not imply that

modern planters have sown only^ cockle and no
wheat, and that consequently millstones should
be hung from their necks and they themselves be
thrown into the depths of the sea. No. They
have primarily planted wheat; naturally, then,

wheat and cockle have grown up together. But
(and here is summed up the whole human catas-

trophe), blinded by pride and excessive self-

confidence, they have deliberately closed their eyes

and harvested a mixture of good and evil. Later,

because of then tendencies to wickedness, the

•'vil has conquered the planters and their activities.

An investigation of their failure inescapably
manifests the lack of an essential element in their

deeds, and that element is the collaboration of the

supernatural with the natural. They attempt to

come to perfection by easy and dependent natural

laws, not bearing in mind that the One who
created this world insisted that life could be

brought to perfection only by the collaboration of

the supernatural and the natural, by the co-oper-

ation of Church and State, by the balanced combi-
nation of worship and pleasure. The Almighty

taught us this essential union by example: He
sent His Divine Son to rule the universe by
supernatural and natural tenets.

To test the validity of this view, ask your
brothers on the boundaries of no-man's land, and
l am convinced they will confirm the truth that

food and bullets are not sufficient to enable them
to carry on their work. They need deep faith,

patient hope, and selfless love— which are the

firstlings of the Divine. The lack of the super-

natural in our plans is the reason why we meet
with but temporary success and sad disappoint-

ments when we strive for perfection. 1 his is why
it takes us twenty vears to build up a beautiful

world and another twenty years to sweep away its

smouldering debris. Why do we not learn from
our tragic mistakes?

All is not yet lost beyond repair. Let us look

forward with an immense hope that the good
seeds of our civilization will fructify, that soon
these sufferings and disappointments will come to

an end, and a permanent peace cool down and
soothe the agitated mind of the world. We may
be confident that this will come to pass if in the

future the planters of civilization work hand in

hand with the planters of faith. For then, on the

basis of divine and natural laws, they will raise

up out of these present ruins a happy world for

the new generation in the days to come.

From Childhood to Manhood

By Edmond Elowe, '46

The world around us with all its plants and
animals may be said to be filled with life. This

life, as people commonly and simply understand
it, is some kind of impulse or energy through the

organs of animals and plants which makes them
capable of moving, eating, growing, and reproduc
ing their kind. Phis impulse is communicated
at birth, and from it flow a series of vital activi

lies up to the moment of death. It is a principle

found in all living beings, but it is more clearly

manifested in animals than in plants.

A human being is brought into existence in a

small, tiny form that seems to have no function

or capacity except that of crying and eating. Hut

as the years pass by, this tiny figure is obliged to

obey the natural rules that press it to grow, speak,

work, think, and especially to be loaded with
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responsibilities After Fnfancy comes childhood,
then youth and manhood, and finally old age. In

each stage of life the human being has a different

manner of living and acting and various kinds of

functions.

in the stage of infancy the baby is attached
very closely to his mother. He needs nothing
from the whole wide world more than the care
and compassion of his mother The mother, then,
in this formative period of life, plays an extreme-
ly important part: hers is a sacred trust. In his

early years the child's mind is opened by the

teachings of his mother. He is taught his lan-

guage and he is instructed in some simple notions
which serve as a sound foundation for his future

character.

After some few years, the child is sent to a

primary school where he is to receive his first

courses of formal education. These courses are

(fuite elementary and are adapted to his small
mind which will be gradually developed. In this

sta»e the child is first subjected to influences
other than those of the home, and, having friends

and companions to play with, he comes to spend
more time away from his mother.

A few years later the child is a boy. He
almost forgets the past and rarely thinks of it.

But the thing which is quiie obvious in this por-

tion of life is the great change in his manner of

living, a change which he feels and notices him-
self. He develops the power to think and to

reason, although his thoughts and judgements are

sometimes very immature He notices the increase

of his work and responsibility, and in addition to

ibis he finis himself bound to sacrifice a good deal

of the lime he formerly devoted to rest.

As he advances in age. he advances also in

wisdom and ability He then enters upon another
period of lite, that of > young man. A youth has
airs and ideas different from those of children and
boys He is greatly altered, physically and
mentally. His manners are no longer boyish and
his views ol the future are not childish or

superficial Ih- feels the load of responsibility

upon Ids buck and the yoke of hardship upon his

shoulders.

A young man comes face to face with many of

the difficulties and trials of life. He has to light

hard lo cut his way through the obstacles that

may hinder his advance towards the goals he has
si t before himself. This pari or stage of life, then,

is recognized as a period of struggle. Moreover, a

young man has to conquer his lower desires and
he has to work persistent I v to acquire self-control.

For the age of youth is the age of temptations

and of sweet but empty dreams, which, if followed,

may lead to ruin and destruction. The young
man strives to replace the animal cravings of his

nature with lofty desires which will guide him in

the path of a noble life.

After buffeting the tempestuous waves of youth
and reaching the shores of manhood safely, his

elders will then smile upon him and congratulate

him for his bravery, his determined will, and his

strong character. The sun of life and energy rises

in him, and he really feels himself to be victorious

and triumphant over an enemy that once seemed
unconquerable. He begins now to lead the life of

a man. With a firm purpose he seeks a profes-

sion or a business that will support him and his

needs. For he is no longer a child with his

mother to clothe, feed and care for him; he may
even be called upon to help his parents, if they

need his assistance. He settles down now and
laces life with a greater feeling of security. We
should not, however, think of manhood as a

period free from all anxieties and troubles. It

will be pleasant indeed, if the time of youth was
correctlv lived and devoted to the formation of

solid character. Yet it can be much more diffi-

cult than youth, if this was poorly spent in heed-

lessness and mere amusement. As one sows, so

will be reap.

This is a brief picture of development, from a

tiny, inactive human being to a strong, capable

man. The body in its own form grew bigger,

while many physical changes took place. Hut the

important transformation was that of the mind,
which from a hidden, untrained faculty grew into

a disciplined, well-informed intellect, with limit-

less powers of benefiting both the person himself

and mankind as a whole. And coupled with this

growth of the intellect was a corresponding

strengthening of the will, enabling the child who
has become a man to meet his responsibilities

honestly and to perform his duties faithfully, for

such is the requirement of true manhood.
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Reverie by the Tigris

hij Boghos tioghossian, 'il

It was evening. Beneath the blue sky the

broad, burning face of the sun rested high up on

the other side of the river... the water was all

aflame., the calm Tigris glided along smoothly
with a low, sweet murmur that broke the deep
silence all around. As the golden rays of the

igneous sun were reflected in the limpid water,

they brought forth the various fines of the rainbow
which glowed through its glassv bosom. But the

time was gliding by as if drifted along by the

sweet, melodious current, and t he sun made his

way down to the blue west like a monarch de-

scending from his majestic throne. His burning
visage was fainting and his flaming rays were
weakening. The azure horizon took on a ruddy
glow as the sun approached it, until he sank par-

tially into its ample bosom.

Departure farewell deadly, mournful
moments. The spreading lawns and grassy plots

lying on the banks were lit for the lasl time, as

well as the green knolls covered with tender her-

bage All nature was mourning the departure of

his unquenchable gift and they bade him farewell.

Soon the sun was throughly hidden behind the

western horizon. For a few seconds there was a

ghostly silence as though the sun had taken away
with him the jocund gaiety, and a melancholy
influence seemed to hang over the scene. Now it

was twilight, yet night was gradually advancing.

The weather began to cool and a dismal, moaning
wind blew, shaking the trees which had already
thrown their long shadows over the banks of the

river. -

In the meantime the smooth, gentle water was
entirely metamorphosed into a swift, rushing
torrent. The rustling of the leaves and the

splashing of the water which was trickling through
the chinks in the stones of the low dams on the

shore, like a voice half-sobbing and half-laughing,

aroused a train of thoughts in my mind For my
eyes, fixed on this scene, could plainly see a

wonderful work that was not of this world, far, far

from it a work ol the Supreme Being. Was it

not the work of the Lord that this river should flow
through this country of ours aud drench millions

of thirsty throats and thousands ol fields? The
Tigris was but a precious gift of God, besides His
thousands of others. I could contain myself no
more.... a spring of love gushed forth from my
heart and I blessed these gifts as I praised the

Lord.

While I was absorbed bv these thoughts, feel-

ings, and dreams of mine, night had come and
the moon had risen high up above, her large

circle quenching star after star while her kindling
light was lifted up among the barred clouds.

And through the light and shadow the waves were
combing themselves out in sheets of woolly foam,
rolling shoreward with a low, rich sound of whis-
pered thunder. Still I was fixed to my place

beneath the branches of a large tree standing on
the shore, lost in my visions, as a small bark
swinging in the stormy ocean.
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DIRECTORY.

1943—1944.

FOURTH HIGH.

Ahmed Muhammad Salih Rudeini
Albert Mikhail Narinian

Antwan Rufail Cherkhi
Anwer Said Adib

Aram Hagop Gabriel

Aram Khachik Seropian

Bernard Razzuq Bahoshy
Edward Raul Haddad

Edward Yusuf Toininna
Ephrem Abdulahad Mansur

Felix Yusuf Jurji

Frank Emile Messaveh

John Meetti Jezrawi
Joseph Fadhuli Jurji

Joseph Salim Tuni
Kevork Hagop Tchobanian

Khorin Hagop Gabriel

Muhammad Ajil al-Yawer

Rufail Wadi Nayyim
Sadiq Daud al-Bahrani

Salim Rashid Jibran

Tawfiq Mustafa al-Sabunji

William Salim Terzi

THIRD HIGH A

Adib Raul Haltab
Albert Mikhail Hanna
Alexander de Souza
Arshak Hagop Movsessian
Edmond Henry Ghannam

George Yusuf Sagman
Henry Louis Svoboda

Ismail Aziz Al-Qaisi

John vSalumi Maru
John Wadi Nayvim

Joseph George Gabriel

Joseph Shafiq Yonan
Julius Shabbas
Khalid Louis Burjoni

Misbah Naji al-Asil

Muhsin Fathallah Adib
Nazir Amin Kirdar

Sami Pierre Lawrence
Sylvain Yusuf Serkis

Talib Abdul Razzac] al-Amir

rilRI) HKiH B

Alexander Emile Messayeh
Allen Najib Cotta
Azad Tajerian

Bedi Habib Alchoo
Bedi Rufail Rutti

Edmond Nasir llu

Edward Rauf Toma
Fathallah Yusuf Nennis

Felix Shakir Pahlawan
Gabriel Emmanuel Mallides

Gilbert Shakir Maghak
Gilbert Anwer Thomas

Henry Alii Abbosh
Joseph George Azaria

Louis Raffuli al-Qas Mikhail

Melkun Jibran Melkun
Pasteur Joseph Madik

Peter Yonathan Peter

Raymond Victor Darwish
Sami Serkis Rakose

Snmi Emmanuel Madhbut
Victor Elias Jurji

Widad Emile Bezzoui
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SECOND HIGH A

49

Alitn Salim Hassun
Anwer Shaul Jibrail

Arthur Krikor Karayan
Bedi Umar Nadhmi
Behman Muhammad Sadiq Kashi

Boghos Yanuk Boghossian

Cohstantine Toma Zoma
Cyril Fadhuli Jurji

David Salim Sukkar
Francis Hehjat Faraj

Freddie David Ezechiel

George Wentworth Dunning
George Henry Lumsden
Hanna George Hanna

Henry Lumsden
Jacob Philip Blaney

John Leon Mangassarian
Joseph Edward Bashuri
Joseph Butros Oraha
Joseph Caetano Silveira

Joseph Fadhuli Tessy
Louis Elias Rurnaya

Marshal John Fernandez
Naiad Kdward Tereza

Nuri Aziz Abbu
Pierre Joseph Bahoshy
Ruhi Mikhail Tessy

Sargon Abraham
Stanley Behjat Maru
Sudad Jallal Baban
William Kamil George

Yusuf Ismail Ibrahim

second high

Adnan Salih Ibrahim
Albert Abdulahad Stephen

Albert Fathallah Tuni
Antwan Emile Jibrail

Antranik Narsis Garoshian
Arthur Nasir Yuhanna

Artin Yusuf Andrea
Bash Yusuf Izzuddin Ibrahim

Barker Karakin Ghoogassian
Fakhri Muhammad Rahmatallah

Faiq Fathallah Benna
Felix Albert Victor

Fuad Elias Sarafa

Garabet Thaddeus Bostanian
George Naum Kazzuqi

George Skender Hanna
Ghanim Razzuqi Mikhail

Hadi Ajil Samarmad

Ihasan Salih Ibrahim
Jacob Yusuf Abbu
John Abdulahad Farjo

Melkun Garabet Melconian
Nazar Shakir Fahmi
Ohannes Yerwand Geyickian

Peter Daud Atchoo
Sabah F'araj Yusuf
Sabah Ali Kamal

Saib Amin al-Uman
Salwan Jamal Baban
Sami Yaqub Ubaida

Shakir Abdul Rahman al-Badr
Shwan Jamal Baban
Wadi Murad Sharak

Wissam Shawkat al-Zahawi
Yusuf Rauf Alios

SECOND HIGH C

Abbas Khalal al-Zubaidi
Abdul Aziz al-Suhail

Abdul Jabbar Madhi
Farid David Antun

Fathallah Daud Saiba
Fuad Mustafa Taha al-Salman

Ghanim Mikhail Haddad
Jamal Ahmed Agha
Joseph Alexander Nathan
Kamal Sayyid Baqir

Khalid Isa Taha

Ousai Mustafa al-Takerli

Luay Tawfiq al-Suweidi

Nuri Antun Awakirn
Saad Jamil al-Midfaii

Sabih Rauf al-Kubeisi

Sati Aziz Abbosh

Shawkat Hanna Killu

Victor Yaqub Elias

Yaqub Yusuf Zoma
Jule Afif Abbosh
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FIRST HIGH

Akram Zaki Shasha

Albert Aziz Abbu
Andre Yusuf Andrea

A nl wan Shawkat Abbu
Aniwnn Awadis Apekian

baba Isaac Mir Aziz

Barkev Hagop Hovsepian

Berj Ohannes Tchobanian

Curl George Conway
Clement Nassuri Antun

Douglas Edward Walton

Edmond Walter Sequeira

Kdinond Caetano Silveira

Faruq Emile Bezzoui

Faruq Nuri Kettah

Gerald Allen Pearce

Jacques Yusuf Bezzoui

FIRST HIGH

Adil George A zaria

Ad oil' Behjat Fa raj

Albert Klias Sai'awi

Amjad Ephrem Gotta

Clement Klias Henry
Desmond Cyril Arbuthoot

Edwin .Joseph Namu
Elias Thomas Khanmi
Faruq Ibrahim Saffar

Frank Salim Thomas
George Nauin Azzu

Hagop Daud Nazarian

Hikmet Metti Jezrawi

Jacob Aram Basmaji

Jirair Stephen Hovnanian

Joseph \bbudi Hanna Shaikh

Joseph Najib kamii

Luav Izzedin Sharif

Abdul Satar al-Bahrani

Abdul Jabbar Hadi
Abdul Wahid \bdul Qadir Bashayyim

Add Nuri al-Urfali

Adnan Rajab al-Nama
Akram Hussain Fawzi

Albert Shakuri Ghassali

Alexander \rshak Kotayentz

Alfred Charles Randquisl

Aladdin Salim al-Bahrani

Bibak \b.lul Hamid Jal

Clovis Aziz Peter

Clement Shakir Maghak
Faiq Mikhail Audu

Karid Muhammad Ahmed
Fai id Yusuf Oufi

Faruq Najmeddin al-Naqib

Fawzi Saliba Kazanji

George Yonan Jurjis

Jamal Leon Bushara'

Kamal Rul'ail Butty

Kevork Vahan Medodyrian
Massis Isaac Yeterian

Maurice Leonard Corlandi

Maxiine Jabburi Thomas
Noel John Maghak

Raymond Najib Shakuri

Robert Yusuf Avar
Saad Khali. f al-Tel

Sargon Ivan Rustam
Simon Ohannes Ohanessian

Solon Leon Vaos
Vah'e Garabet Melconian

Vivian Jule

Zuhair George Hikari

B

Maan Izzedin Sharif

Manuel Joseph Bettah

Muhammad Amin Mnhyidd in

Munir Fatu hi Ibrahim
Nahid Yusuf Loka

Noel George Sallum

Roger Nuri Lasu
Saadun Yahya
Sabah Sabi i al-Bayati

Said Stephen Jajoka

Sami Yusuf Gooly
Sami Joseph Khayyat

Sami Sidbam Baghdadi

Sami Behjat Skender
Sami Rauf Toma
Thomas Shakuri Thomas
Tony Thomas Angurli

Yusuf Peter Naln

FIRST HK.II C

Eshoo Shoshoo Aziz

Joseph Behjat Azzoui

Joseph Jibran Melkun
Joseph Raffuli Hanna Shaikh

Kamal Abdulahad Namu
Kanan Abdullah Awni

Khalid Abdullah Barsum
Muhammad Abdul Qadir Rajih

Nazar Hazim Shemdin
Ne; ih Naji al-Suweidi

Nuri Elias Antun
Nnbar Krikor Astarjian

Ramzi Joseph Hei mes
Ramzi Saadallah Qandala

Sadiq Baqir al-Shabibi

Said Saliba Kazanji

Sami Badri al-Suweidi

Varkis Nasif Dar/.i

Yerwand Warton Julius
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ADVERTISERS

J.T.&A.TAWFIKYONAN
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

ELECTRIC RADIO

& GENERAL MERCHANDISE
AL-RASHID STREET 285-1 BAGHDAD TELEPHONE 139b

THE SENSATION OF THE CENTURY!!
TICA Victor ^Radios!!

Sole Distributor for

Iraq, Iran, Saudi Arabia & Kuweit

HAFIDH AL-KADI
JU-%ashid Street—Baghdad

By Special Appointment

To H. M. The King & The Royal Palace

From the Arctic to the Tropics it is RCA! Take a cruise with it!
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J. P. BAHOSHY BROS,
Engineering Merchants and Brick Manufacturers.

71175 Church Street Baghdad.

Noli 1 Agents mi Iraq for:—
Rlack^tone Oik Engir

Lister Oil Engines

Aiken's Centrifugal Pumps

Mulcotl Han Belting

R &. C Rice Hullers and Spares

Barron Flour Millstones

Eclipse Hack Saw Frames A Blades, etc.

Oster Pipe Tools

G T D Stocks & Dies

Stanley, Starreti, Cleveland!, Disston tools, etc

Always in Stock: Engineering tools, Hardware, Bolts A Nuts,

Piping &. Fitting, Ice Plant Requisites,

Transmission Appliances, etc., etc

S«le Proprietors:

The Rafidain Brick Factory

BAfiHD&D COLLEGE IS KNOWN TO GIVE THE

BEST EDUCATION TO OUR BOYS

AND SO

Kamil Isa gives always the best care

:n dispensing your prescriptions

td \ our prescription

KAMIL ISA'S PHARMACY

llashid Street, Baghdad

T. lephorte Baghdad 6854

To The Class of 1944

Compliments of

DR. A. ARJS

llashid Street

SAID MUKTAN Ak.l

BAGHDAD
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F.3. KETT3MEH 6* Co.,

(Incorporated in J r^q)

Jigents of:

FARGO

DE SOTO

CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH

DODGE BROTHERS

WILLARD BATTERIES

- KELLY SPRINGFIELD TYRES •

Eli Lilly (Biological and Pharmaceutical Products)

Wintrop Products Incorporated (Pharmaceutical Products)

Du PONT de NEMOUR DYES AND CHEMICALS

Agency in Baghdad

telephone. No. 43 I 5 Baghdad
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LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT

Anonymous Syro-Libanese Society of

I ntcrnational Transport

International Transit Transport

Correspondents in All the Allied Countries

RAPID PASSENGER SERVICE FROM BAGHDAD TO TEHERAN AND TEHERAN TO BAGHDAD

BRANCHES /.V.-

Lebanon — Tripoli

Syria — Damascus — Aleppo
Iraq — Baghdad, Basra, Khanakine

Nosul — Kirkuk
Velephone {Baghdad No, 4541

Eldorado Photo Studio

The leading photographic studio in Baghdad for

Portraits or Group Photographs

High class work of Printing and Lnlargments

Framing and Mounting. Kldorado is the only

photographit establishment in Iraq specializing in

"Dry Mounting' and I raming.

We have a large assortment of Irame moldings of

the be5i quality, made to order in all shapes and
sizes First class workmanship guaranteed.

ELDORADO STDDIO Jl Rashid St.,

opp /<\\s\(\& Cinema.

telephone 1300

ZIA HOTEL
Est. 191/

All Uooms with Private Bathroom

Overlooking the Tigris River

telegrams:— AL ZIA
Vrlephonc 7462

4808
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